sands of surviving examples from Tarentum have long daunted even the most valiant. We must therefore welcome an investigation of the 85 pieces studied here, now in the Basel Museum, but with the reservation that the full story is still to be told. The author concentrates on the two most important aspects of early Tarentine terracottas. First, she traces the chronology of the craft; second, she discusses the interpretation of the most characteristic type, the reclining banqueter. A full and well-organized catalogue of the Basel examples gives the necessary information for the consideration of each piece.
argues that the simple headband and the common libation vessel, the rhyton, indicate that the type represents a banqueting man. Later, when the figure assumes a rich robe and elaborate headdress, he is obviously not human, but at least semi-divine. He sometimes holds the kantharos or egg belonging to the chthonic Dionysos. Is he then a hero or the heroized dead, as many scholars have suggested?
On this difficult problem, Dr. Herdejiirgen again chooses a sensible point of view. She points out that such a type, though created by contemporary thought, can become blurred by the confused ideas of the dedicants who bought a piece as well as by the man who made it. The vital point to the donor was the gift offered for approbation to vague powers. How many dedicants knew the name of the banqueter?
This book is not only sensible and imaginative; it is well written and very nicely illustrated. It should be read by students of terracottas and of religion. But the real task now lies ahead of the author who has by this beginning prepared herself for undertaking the full story of Tarentine production; we pray that the gods of Tarentum will help her. 2) To the sw were uncovered additional dry-laid rubble walls and walls dated within the first two decades of the 2nd century B.c., made of roughly-cut blocks of a friable local tufo, the varying intervals between them filled with loose stones. Careful study of these remains together with related ones to the NW permits the distinction of two unpaved parallel streets running NW-SE, to which the incomplete constructions are oriented. When the house described above was built, the axis of street orientation shifted away from the lake to the Nw to coincide with the NE-SW thrust of the newly completed Via Cassia.
3 This scholarly monograph in a handsome series is enlightening in many ways, not least for purposes of appraisal of progress in one typical archaeological field, that of Praenestine metalwork. Comparing it with Jahn (1852) and Behn (1907) , to mention only monographs, one notes enormous improvement in photography, drawing less decorative but more accurate, extension of artistic and historical study along the old lines, all leading to conclusions not very different and no more convincing than those of a century ago.
The cista that belonged to Ficoroni remains the greatest of its kind ever to be discovered. This study begins with an account of its history and ends with a brief presentation of the Amykos mirror that seems to have been found with it. The main text begins with a meticulous description; Dohrn has studied the cista very thoroughly and his observations are hearttening. He discovered that the cylindrical body was made by rolling a sheet of bronze and soldering its ends (not the method usual with smaller cistae). He detects no modern retouching of the engraving but remarks upon a coating (plaster?) smeared over small areas since the familiar Alinari photographs were taken, aimed at equalizing irregularities of surface but actually concealing original incision; concealed lines, no matter how certain, are scrupulously omitted from the Dohrn drawing. One cast foot is modern, another is an ancient copy, leaving but one original foot. Otherwise Dohrn finds nothing to doubt: the two parts of the cover, inner circle and surrounding circular frieze, belong together and the cover fits the body-on which it can be placed to artistic advantage; the positions of the feet are correct and
